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Abstract 
Whilst awareness of the importance and urgency of acting to mitigate anthropogenic 
environmental change is generally high, adaptive responses have matched neither 
the scale nor the complex nature of the challenge. Inertia at individual and 
organisational levels is a troubling conundrum. 
 
In this paper, we analyse the psychosocial factors at work for individuals attempting 
to influence their organisations’ pro-environmental actions. Our study focuses on six 
individuals with pro-environmental values who have formal roles in their organisation 
with regard to environmental policy, strategy and practice. This in-depth qualitative 
study enquires into the experience of research participants as they act to influence 
their organisations in this regard. Our analysis draws from, and develops, 
understanding of psychological threat coping strategies, basic psychological needs 
and cognitive frames in relation to pro-environmental behaviour.  
 
We identify and model key dynamics and interactions in psychosocial forces and 
reveal tensions that impact individuals’ motivation, resilience and effectiveness in 
influencing pro-environmental decisions. In particular, our analysis highlights tensions 
in competency, autonomy and relatedness need satisfaction; and in coping strategies 
such as suppressing ‘deep green’ identity, suppressing negative emotion about the 
ecological situation, and in going into natural places to gain restorative benefit and 
renew motivation.  
 
These findings contribute important insight to our understanding of human cognition, 
motivation and behaviour in relation to (mal)adaptive responses such as inertia to 
ecological crisis. Our results also offer the potential for practical implications: bringing 
these dynamics to conscious awareness has the potential to enable the identification 
of points of intervention and, ultimately, the ability to enhance rather than undermine 
authentic and effective action. 
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Climate change is understood in this paper as one of several types of environmental 
change processes caused by human actions that threaten life on our planet 
(Rockstrom 2009). One might think that knowledge of the facts would lead to change 
in human behaviour to bring the planetary systems back within safe operating 
boundaries but despite numerous climate change panels and treaties substantial 
change has not occurred, leading to doubts that staying within the crucial 2 degrees 
threshold is realistic (Klein 2015). With each new report and summit described as a 
wake-up call to the world, given the lack of progress “the world clock must be 
permanently set to snooze” observes Foster (2015). Why are we not waking up? 
Evidently, good intentions are not enough. Macy (1993) suggests we are caught 
between a sense of impending apocalypse and an inability to acknowledge it.  
 
Organisations and their members are increasingly attributed responsibility for 
meaningful change in relation to ecological health and climate change, yet we have 
little understanding of the experience of organisation members in their attempts to 
enact meaningful values-congruent change within their organisations. Research on 
organisations and natural environment (ONE) tends to focus on broader levels of 
analysis: organisational, inter-organisational, institutional and global, leaving 
individual-level analysis under-researched (Sharma & Starik 2002).  
 
In this paper we address this gap in research and explore the intersection between 
the individual and their organisation with regard to environmental decision-making, 
illuminating underlying psychosocial processes. We argue that studying these 
processes can contribute to understanding why, despite good intentions, values-
congruent action may not be forthcoming. Developing a better understanding of what 
happens between intention and action could be critical in avoiding or at least 
mitigating catastrophic consequences of anthropogenic environmental change 
processes. 
 
This paper draws on an empirical interdisciplinary research study enquiring into the 
experience of six individuals with pro-environmental values who have formal roles in 
their organisation with regard to environmental policy, strategy and practice. We offer 
an analysis of psychosocial processes affecting motivation, resilience and 
effectiveness in influencing pro-environmental decision-making. For the participants, 
pro-environmental decision-making included actions to reduce emissions of 
greenhouse gases as well as reducing waste and protecting natural habitats. 
 
We identify and model key dynamics and interactions in psychosocial forces and 
reveal tensions that impact individuals’ motivation, resilience and effectiveness. In 
particular, our analysis highlights tensions in competency, autonomy and relatedness 
need satisfaction; and in coping strategies such as suppressing ‘deep green’ identity, 
suppressing negative emotion about the ecological situation, and in going into natural 
places to gain restorative benefit and renew motivation.  
 
These findings contribute important insight to understanding of human cognition, 
motivation and behaviour in relation to (mal)adaptive responses to ecological crisis 
that may also contribute to inertia on organisational and institutional levels. 
Furthermore, in modelling influencing factors and the dynamics of the relationships 
between them, our results may be of practical use to individuals as diagnostic tools, 
generating awareness and insight about their situation and the factors that enhance 
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and that undermine their effectiveness, enabling the identification of points of 
intervention. With increased awareness, people who wish to act effectively to mitigate 
destruction of the natural world and restore ecological balance may notice, for 
example, when their basic needs are not being satisfied; when coping strategies are 
veering in maladaptive directions; or when unhelpful ways of conceptualising 
experience become salient in their mind. They can then choose to intervene and 
respond differently, in ways that enhance rather than undermine authentic and 
effective action. 
 
This paper begins with a brief overview of the theoretical framework underpinning our 
analysis as it pertains to the focus of this paper, and an explanation of the 
methodology used in the study. We follow this with discussion of key findings 
illustrated with diagrams and quotes from participants using fictitious names. 
 
THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 
In this paper we draw on and develop various insights from psychology and cognitive 
linguistics to explore this space between values, intention and action. 
 
Rebound 
Psychology has an important contribution to make in developing understanding of the 
psychological dimensions of global climate change (APA 2009). One such 
contribution from psychology is research on climate change behaviour that finds 
evidence of a phenomenon of rebound. The rebound effect is when benefits 
achieved in one area of behaviour are cancelled out by changes in behaviour 
elsewhere (Jenkins et al 2011; EST 2011). The rebound effect has obvious 
implications for climate change mitigation. According to one study, people who 
perceive themselves as leading green lifestyles are often in reality the most-carbon 
intensive, rewarding themselves for their good behaviour with skiing holidays abroad, 
for instance (Adam 2008).  
 
Values and identity 
Values may be reliable predictors but they are not the sole determinants of behaviour 
so actions may well diverge from dominant values. Identity is thought to be one factor 
moderating the relationship between values and behaviour (Schultz et al 2005): 
values need to be linked to the self in order to be influential in choices that are made 
(van der Werff et al 2013). A sense of self as part of nature is associated with pro-
environmental behaviour (Clayton & Opotow 2003; Mayer & Frantz 2004). People 
tend to show bias towards those they see as being part of their in-group and 
prejudice and discrimination to those they see as part of their out-group.  Seeing 
nature as part of one’s in-group or out-group is therefore one key factor influencing 
sustainable behaviour (Crompton & Kasser 2009). However, our identities are 
multiple and constantly shifting. They are arranged hierarchically in the mind and the 
salience of a particular identity at any moment has been explained as being 
dependent on context and on commitment to that identity (Clayton & Opotow 2003). 
Studies also find awareness of consequences and ascription of responsibility to be 
other key moderators of the relationship between values and behaviour (Schultz & 
Tabanico 2007). Maio et al (2001) propose that where affective support for a value is 
strong but cognitive support is weak, when the value is challenged by external factors 
it can get overwhelmed. Their explanation is that perceived rationality of the value is 
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a guide for behaviour. Cognitive support motivates increased pro-value behaviour by 
counterbalancing the situational reasons for behaving in an anti-value manner. 
 
Psychological threat coping strategies 
In addition to pro-environmental values and seeing nature as part of one’s in-group, a 
third key factor identified as influencing behaviour is how one copes with the 
psychological threat brought on by ecological crisis (Crompton & Kasser 2009). 
 
The environmental challenge facing humanity poses a profound psychological threat 
in at least three dimensions: existential threat, threat to the integrity and stability of 
self-identity, and threat to self-esteem (Crompton & Kasser 2009; Weintrobe 2013; 
APA 2009). Psychological threat is stressful and unpleasant; the tendency is to 
attempt to alleviate stress and associated emotions through defence mechanisms 
and coping strategies, which in terms of addressing environmental issues may be 
adaptive or maladaptive. There is often a fear that allowing oneself to feel despair, for 
example, will break us apart, that we will get stuck in a dysfunctional state. Despair, 
Macy says, is “tenaciously resisted because it represents a loss of control, an 
admission of powerlessness. Our culture dodges that by demanding instant solutions 
when problems are raised” (p18, 1993).  
 
Adaptive strategies for coping with psychological threat involve acceptance of facts 
and accompanying emotions, and regulating emotions. These strategies promote 
psychological adjustment and stimulate actions appropriate to the new reality 
(Crompton & Kasser 2009; Macy & Brown 2014). Mindfulness has been proposed as 
a tool to help people respond in an adaptive way to psychological threat (Crompton & 
Kasser 2009). This is because through practicing mindfulness, practitioners develop 
the ability to be aware of what is occurring, moment by moment, internally (emotions, 
physical sensations and thoughts) and externally. Instead of reacting automatically to 
psychological threats by, for example, rejecting, resisting and suppressing difficult 
emotions, practitioners learn to turn towards and accept these emotions and 
ultimately work through them. This is important because regulating strong negative 
emotion through suppression takes emotional and physical effort and impairs our 
ability to think as it diverts cognitive resources away from other tasks. Emotions that 
aren’t accepted steer us unconsciously. Dissonance between felt and expressed 
emotions may induce stress, and has been shown to have detrimental effects on 
physiological and cognitive functioning (Rogelberg 2006). High-quality awareness as 
Deci et al (2015) propose, helps people be better able to make choices and engage 
in behaviours that are authentic and compatible with their intrinsic values. Emotions 
and physical sensations are information, and attending to feedback signals is vital for 
self-regulation (Shapiro & Schwartz 1999). 
 
Frames, discourse and language 
Within the field of organisation studies, Wright et al (2012) report that engaging with 
climate change challenges dominant and privileged discourses of shareholder value 
and economic growth, and this situates sustainability specialists in a contradictory 
space. The possibility to politically influence the organisation is dependent on how 
the individual negotiates conflicting discourses and manages their identities to 
overcome conflicting discourses. Studying unethical behaviour in organisations, 
Palazzo et al (2012) find that ethical blindness – the temporary loss or inability to see 
that one is deviating from one’s values – is context bound. They argue that the frame 
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people use to interpret the world and to make decisions is strongly influenced by the 
contexts in which they make their decisions. Context, they find, can be stronger than 
reason, values and good intentions. Frames in use can be inferred by analysing the 
language that people use. 
 
Cognitive frames are bundles of strongly linked concepts, emotions and values that 
are learnt through experience and association and stored in our memory. These 
structures serve as ‘frames of reference' for interpreting new information and 
experiences. Lakoff & Johnson (1980) explain how our conceptual systems influence 
our thoughts and structure how we perceive and think, what we do, and how we 
relate to others. Conceptual systems are largely metaphorical but metaphors are 
incomplete representations: they privilege one way of seeing and, consequently 
obscure others. It seems we all have a variety of frames available to us that we can 
swap between, and that can be activated and strengthened through the use of 
particular language (Lakoff 2010). We are all susceptible to being influenced in our 
judgements, concerns and behaviours by the contexts we are in. Studies show how 
people can be unwittingly primed to think and behave in particular ways through 
exposure to certain kinds of language and metaphors (e.g. Thibodeau & Boroditsky 
2011).  
 
Nature and the natural world of living plants and animals and their habitats are often 
framed in instrumental and economic terms. Sandel (2012) argues that marketising a 
communal good corrupts and degrades it. In foregrounding the instrumental value of 
the natural world as a resource to be exploited for human ends, economic frames 
privilege financial interests and reinforce materialistic goals (Crompton & Kasser 
2009; Blackmore & Holmes 2013). This way of conceptualising nature obscures a 
view of the living world as having intrinsic value and reinforces the belief that humans 
are separate from it: it denies our dependence on the Earth for survival (Stibbe 2015; 
Larson 2011). Economic frames are prevalent in the discourse of neoliberal industrial 
growth societies (Lakoff 2010; Dryzek 1997; Dunlap 2008). Indeed Michaels (2011) 
asserts that the economic frame is the dominant monoculture of our time against 
which everything else is judged. 
 
Psychological needs and motivation 
There is one more conceptual resource we have drawn on that is relevant to this 
paper: Self-Determination Theory (SDT; Deci & Ryan 2000; Deci et al 2015).  
SDT is a macrotheory of human motivation and proposes that we have three basic 
psychological needs that require satisfying for psychological wellbeing: competency, 
relatedness and autonomy (Deci & Ryan 2000). SDT understands competency as 
feeling competent and efficacious, having an effect on the environment as well as 
attaining valued outcomes within it, engaging in optimal challenges and experiencing 
mastery of effectance in the world. Competency requires feedback, which can 
supportive or undermining of autonomy in the way it is given. Autonomy is defined as 
the desire to self-organise experience and behaviour and for activity to be concordant 
with one's integrated sense of self and intrinsic choices. Relatedness is seeking 
attachments and experiencing feelings of security, belongingness and intimacy with 
others. 
The extent and the manner in which these needs are satisfied have consequences 
for vitality, motivation, resilience and effectiveness. 
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METHODOLOGY  
The study focuses on six individuals with pro-environmental values who have formal 
roles in their organisation with regard to environmental policy, strategy and practice. 
The organisations were in local and regional government, social housing, credit union 
and hospital sectors in the UK and Canada.  
 
Using semi-structured interviews, we enquired into their experience as they act to 
influence their organisations. The 2-hour interviews were audio recorded and 
transcribed verbatim. Some participants also submitted journal entries. Data was 
analysed using the framework of Interpretative Phenomenological Analysis (IPA), 
which is concerned with gaining insight into how someone experiences and makes 
sense of a given phenomenon. IPA takes a critical hermeneutic approach that allows 
for the development of alternative narratives, informed by extant theory, and also 
leaves space for both intuitive and intersubjective approaches to data analysis (Smith 
et al 2009). IPA fits within a critical realist / contextual constructivist epistemology. 
The interview transcripts were analysed for cognitive frames and conceptual 
metaphors, coping strategies, emotions and physical sensations, dilemmas and 
dissonance. Exploratory, emerging and higher order themes were recorded on a 
case-by-case and cross-case basis.  
 
This kind of in-depth qualitative research with a small number of case studies is 
largely concerned with nuanced interpretation of self-reported subjective experience 
that is situated in a specific context at a particular moment in time. The participants 
were from public and third sector organisations in the UK and Canada with English as 
a first language; none worked within the private sector or in non-Western societal 
contexts. We do not make any claims about the generalisability of our results for a 
wider population, including in other sectors or in non-English speaking cultures, or for 
the applicability of our findings in all life domains.  
 
FINDINGS 
Our analysis reveals interesting and complex relationships between various 
psychosocial processes influencing motivation, vitality, resilience and effectiveness, 
as outlined in the diagram below, which shows the nonlinear nature of the 
phenomenon under enquiry. Our explanation is illustrated with quotes from 
participants, using fictitious names. 
 
Figure 1 Overview of interrelating processes in participant experience 
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Working backwards from right to left along the dotted arrows, we find first of all the 
primary concern of the participants is to make a difference, to get tangible results, 
whatever that meant to them in the context of their work at the time of interview. With 
the financial pressures that most public and third sector organisations are under, 
proving one’s worth to the organisation by delivering results is critical in order to keep 
one’s job.  
 

Ash: these aren't the times when you can afford, just someone going around 
being the green conscience of the organisation you know, got to deliver results 
to justify your own existence really 

 
Secondly we find that they sought to achieve these results through the process of 
influencing thinking and decision-making. Thirdly, motivation, vitality and resilience 
are key psychological inputs that they bring and which affect their experience of 
influencing and interacting with the organisation. Fourthly, interrelating factors of 
salience of pro-environmental values and identities, salience of particular ways of 
conceptualising experience (cognitive frames), strategies adopted to cope with 
psychological threat, and the extent to which basic psychological needs 
(competency, autonomy and relatedness) are satisfied, have implications for 
participants in terms of their motivation, vitality and resilience in doing their work 
effectively. 
 
Referring to the continuous arrows: achieving tangible results influences the factors 
contained in the large left-hand circle, for example by satisfying competency needs. 
Participant’s experiences of interacting with the organisation affect their motivation, 
vitality and resilience, and influence the factors in the left-hand circle, creating 
feedback loops as shown. We shall explore these dynamics in greater depth below, 
but for now we offer the following quote as an example of how values, competency, 
motivation and vitality are interlinked: 
 

Rosemary: being in the system and trying to alter it is energetically 
exhausting… because I care about that (protecting the natural environment) I 
want to do a really good job so the pressure is immense 

 
Dynamics of psychosocial forces 
To illuminate the relationships in more depth and detail, we modelled some key 
dynamics that appear to be in play in certain aspects of situations as described by 
the participants and as interpreted by us. We will now present one of these models 
which represents key relationships in simplified form. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2 Diagram of factors influencing competency 
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Suppression of emotion 
As people working with the express aim of environmental sustainability and 
protection of natural habitats and species, the participants seemed to accept the 
reality of the ecological situation, and the resulting threat it poses to human 
existence, our modern way of life or standards of living, as well as to wildlife and 
natural places.  
 
When asked to think about the natural world and the effect of human actions, 
participants described emotions such as sadness, frustration, angry, worrying, 
overwhelmingly distressing, depressing, upset, gloomy, melancholy and deeply 
disturbing. 
 
However, whilst facts as provided by science were accepted, we found a reluctance 
to fully engage with accompanying emotions. Consider the following quotes from 
participants: 
 

Robin: I think the initial emotion is anger or frustration. But I try and not retain 
those feelings really because they're quite self-destructive… I try to remain 
positive… I try to find reasons to be optimistic 

 
Ash: Emotions I suppose when I think about it which I try and avoid think- it’s 
rare that I- it makes me feel sad. Uh… I think I just feel a sense of melancholy 
about it really... Um… I tend not to explore them or I think I’ve got them in a 
box in my head and I carry on um being a parent and being a sustainability 
manager and trying to do good stuff. So and I kind of I you know in a box 
sitting in an attic in my mind really so I don't think its particularly helpful to 
explore because its kind of disabling in a way really and disheartening. So I 
think I put it in a box in the attic 
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Heather: I think the key thing is recognising it so I'm getting better at 
recognising when I feel that sense of tension or worry, so if I can recognise it 
I'll try do something quickly about it so like I say if I can go for a run I'll go for a 
run, or I'll do an exercise or I'll do something positive so I'll try and not stay 
with it too long really otherwise I get a headache or just sort of feel depressed 
or unhappy so. I think negative emotions is is sort of it’s healthy to feel a 
reaction to it but em I think it’s trying to sort of then turn it into either a positive 
action or a way of dissipating that negative sensation in your body so you're 
not carrying carrying it too much, which I think makes you less effective 
because the more you worry and get tense em and feel unwell you cant do 
positive change can you, you cant make a difference so 

 
The quotes indicate a fear that engaging with difficult emotion will lead to dysfunction 
and disablement– a clear threat to competency need fulfilment, which as previously 
noted is of paramount concern. That suppression of emotion requires effort is 
indicated by use of the word try. Disheartening is an interesting term, invoking not 
just a physical feeling in the body but also a weakening of resolve, possibly affecting 
vitality and motivation. 
 
 
 
Identity salience 
For those participants where there was incompatibility between personal and 
organisational values and concerns (five out of six participants) we also found 
suppression of identity, specifically a ‘deep green’ identity, in order to fit in with the 
dominant organisational culture. To be effective in influencing colleagues and senior 
managers, they consciously choose to project a particular image that they think 
conveys professionalism and credibility.  
For example: 
 

Ash: I think the idea of a kind of deep green where you get into an almost 
spiritual sense of it, of every species has its right to life and should be 
respected and so on um I have some sympathy with that view… I've made a 
priority in my role getting the ear of (senior executives) which requires get- 
being credible… so early days fresh out of university very clear I'm not going 
to wear sandals bring lentil sandwich to work and have a beard… So being 
seen as being credible and professional 

 
The participant’s concern to maintain good working relationships is conveyed in this 
quote: 
 

Ash: But being seen as a kind of agent of change in a kind of positive credible 
way rather than as- a stirrer, or you know trouble maker 

 
So perceived threat to satisfaction of need for competency triggers a coping strategy 
that involves suppressing an identity that might jeopardise credibility. If the strategy 
works, it can create a self-reinforcing feedback loop where the participant keeps 
suppressing that identity in order to keep fulfilling need for competency. But the 
strategy may not fully support relatedness satisfaction: 
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Ash: I work with lots of people across the organisation but their priority is 
saving a million quid for the Property budget or you know they'll do the carbon 
stuff but we're not peas in a pod or birds of a feather or anything you know so 
they're not really in the same place as me 

 
And with such suppression, inner coherence may be undermined as the following 
quote suggests: 
 

Ash: Ah occasionally I wonder I think about it less now but occasionally sense 
of whether I did the right thing. Harking back to a sense, I was leaving 
university and I remember reading stuff by Jonathan Porritt … whether you 
can be part of the system and change it from within… And another view 
saying no it’s like everything else that starts outside the system as a force for 
change all of these things they just get absorbed and you know you'd have 
been out there on the barricades and instead they've got you in a nice 
professional job sitting in an office maintaining the status quo broadly 

 
The etymology of the term harking back is interesting to consider. It originally referred 
to hounds returning along a track when the scent has been lost, till they find it again 
(OED Online 2015). Was the decision on leaving university to work ‘within the 
system’ the point when the scent of inner coherence was last smelled?  
 
Suppression of emotion and identity take effort and energy, as illustrated here: 
 

Ash: I could, I could call myself Ash Corporate, you know and I live at number 
1 Corporate Street Corporate Town and I love doing corporate and just talk 
about- and he still wouldn't believe I was anything other than Friends of the 
Earth in residence and he's just got that despite my best efforts not to you 
know wear a green shirt and uh open toed sandals or try and speak with too 
much passion or emotion about why we need to act, which is why I find it 
difficult-because I so consciously shut that out 

 
In diverting cognitive resources away from other tasks, suppression of strong 
emotion can have consequences for cognitive functioning (Rogelberg 2006), 
potentially undermining competency. However, if we consider the organisational 
context that most participants are working in, such emotional suppression has an 
adaptive dimension: 
 

Ash: (silence) how do I feel about it (in quiet voice) as local government 
officers it’s all bashed out of us in our day job because what we feel about 
things is completely irrelevant its about what the business case is, and you 
know pragmatic 

 
Who would feel safe to open up in a context that you experience as violently hostile 
to emotion? 
 
Vitality and motivation 
This leads us now to discuss the vitality and motivation dynamics in the diagram. We 
found that in order to create personal meaning and greater inner coherence, which 
contributes to satisfying autonomy needs, participants tell themselves a story that 
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justifies their experience and provides motivation to keep doing what they are doing. 
Common to all participants, one story we found can be interpreted as a form of willed 
optimism (Foster 2015) where the logic goes like this: it cannot be too late to make a 
difference because if it is too late then what has all this effort and suffering been for? 
The question arises: what happens if the story collapses? As one particularly self-
aware participant exclaimed:  
 

Rosemary: my worth is wrapped up in how successful I am about protecting 
the environment of the region. Risky! (laughs) 

 
It is unclear whether worth refers to self-worth or/and her worth to the organisation, 
but either way it highlights the importance of competency. 
 
Lets now look at some more statements made by Rosemary: 
 

Being in the system and trying to alter it is energetically exhausting… maybe it 
(environmental strategy document) takes quite a lot actually of the personal 
energy that’s going in not just from me but from other people within the sector 
trying to hold back this tide… because I care about that I want to do a really 
good job so the pressure is immense 

 
And then you know for me I'm working in the environment in an organisation 
that is doing exactly the opposite of what I believe to be right a lot of the time. 
And then trying to be the person that’s dragging that up and changing it, it’s 
just.. oophh (sighs) why would you do that to yourself? (laughs) you know 

 
We can see that Rosemary is exerting much effort and energy to achieve her desired 
goal, in an organisational context at odds with her personal values and beliefs. As 
Kaplan and Kaplan say, “to be effective in an environment that undermines 
compatibility requires considerable effort” (1989, p186). A sense of working against a 
much larger and unstoppable force - holding back this tide - presumably increases 
the feeling of effort and mental fatigue. This exertion creates a self-reinforcing 
feedback loop because inner resources are being depleted and not fully replenished. 
 

Rosemary: is there a way of living more connected but living more connected 
takes more energy and being in this job trying to do this work takes so much 
energy that I don’t know whether I’ve got the energy to live more like that 

 
Here, satisfaction of Rosemary’s need for autonomy and desire for connectedness 
with nature are being thwarted by her strategy for meeting her need for competency. 
Indeed autonomy is further thwarted by a second self-reinforcing feedback loop: 
 

Rosemary: um so I have a vision of my ideal self in terms of environmentalism 
and then I have the person that I'm managing to be… I suppose I have guilt 
about it… What do I do with emotions of guilt? Do you know I don’t know that's 
a really good question (pause) because what goes through my head and my 
fear is that probably they end up fuelling the behaviour that I'm feeling guilty 
about 
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In common with all the other participants, one of Rosemary’s strategies for increasing 
vitality is to go outside and be in natural places. These experiences involve close 
observation and multisensory interaction with the natural world, recognising its 
intrinsic value. With these kinds of intimate embodied experiences, such appreciation 
is not just an intellectual abstract idea it is subjectively felt. These practices are 
located externally in a physical place and they stimulate internally a sense of mental 
spaciousness and emotional stability. It is a fully embodied interactive sensory 
experience of being in the world.  
 

Heather: when I feel most at peace, calmest and happiest is sort of being 
outside with some sort of natural environment… I think when I'm outside 
particularly if I'm sort of in the Lakes on a mountain I feel completely and 
utterly at one, you can almost feel like the earth beats I know that sounds a bit 
sort of em a bit odd but I when you can hear everything and you can sort of 
smell outdoor smells and you can sort of touch the grass I just feel completely 
at one with sort of the rest of the planet really, which is quite nice. Em it re-
energises me, em gives me sense of peace, it just feels fantastic so that’s why 
I try and get outside when I can 

 
For some this also renews motivation – it reminds them why they are doing the work: 

 
Rosemary: Tremendous sense of calm actually and starts to… give I don't 
know help me reflect… So its em yeah just going outside just being outside 
reminding me that’s why I come and do this stuff because that’s quite hard 
sometimes to you know well battling within a public organisation that’s going 
through massive budget cuts and lots of pressure to do this quickly and we've 
got to do that, to just remember ok that’s why I'm doing it out there um and so 
that’s why 

 
Relatedness with nature, experiencing a sense of oneness with the natural world, is 
not included in self-determination theory but it has emerged in our study as an 
important relationship for the participants in terms of psychological and spiritual 
wellbeing. Given their pro-environmental values and concerns this is perhaps to be 
expected, however this relationship for all except one participant (the one who was 
different to the others with regard to compatibility with the organisation) contained 
inconsistencies. Sense of connection was more likely to be weaker in urban 
environments, when indoors, or when preoccupied with thoughts. There are times 
when participants feel closer to or more part of nature and instances when they feel 
more distant or detached.  
 
The implication is that for connection to be felt most strongly, mind and body and 
natural place need to be present all together. Which is clearly problematic with 
continuing destruction of natural habitats. There is a paradox in psychological 
wellbeing depending on being in the very place that is being lost. Our view is that this 
paradox may point to problems with how nature is being conceptualised. In our 
analysis we have identified various conceptual metaphors and cognitive frames used 
by participants that may contribute to inconsistencies in sense of connectedness. 
 
Conceptualising nature relatedness 
EVOCATIVE LANGUAGE 
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Some language used by participants like wildflower meadow is vivid in its evocation 
of particular living beings and habitats and invites a close sensory relationship, whilst 
other terms like green infrastructure are much less vivid with just a faint trace of the 
living world to which they refer, and are more likely to have a distancing effect (Stibbe 
2015). They require quite detailed cognitive frames for meaning to be made. 
 
The term nature is a mass noun that is often quantified as in this example: a bit of 
nature. It is problematic because it generalises and renders absent the particularity of 
individual living beings. 
 
NATURE IS PLACE and NATURE IS OBJECT/CONTAINER 
These two conceptual metaphors are linked, because places are a type of object. 
Examples are phrases such as being in nature, on a hill, and environment. 
 
In these examples, the object is a container that we can be inside or outside of, an 
object that we can be on the surface of, and an object that surrounds us. Participants 
also associate nature with outdoors or outside; it is defined in relation to buildings.  
 
Objects have boundaries that separate them from other objects. This creates the 
possibility for nature being somewhere where we are not. In other words it sets up 
the possibility for separation, which is precisely what the participants are seeking to 
overcome in their quest for nature relatedness. There is a conceptual implicature with 
being in nature that the default condition is ‘outside’ nature. Nature is Place also 
involves power relations – who determines who has access to what, and on what 
terms? 
 
Nature is Object obscures alternative metaphors such as Nature is Everywhere, 
Nature is Process, Nature is Self, and Wilderness is State of Mind. These 
conceptualisations do not rely on being in a natural place for connectedness to be 
felt, and may also promote connection with one’s whole self including instinct, 
emotion and the physical body: a ‘rewilding’ of the psyche (Smith 2010; Totton 2011).  
 
NATURE IS ECONOMIC RESOURCE 
This metaphor is conveyed in terms like natural asset, natural capital and ecosystem 
services. As part of the Economic frame it foregrounds the instrumental value of the 
natural world as a resource to be exploited for human ends..  
 
With the idea of resource comes ownership, because it is through having control of 
the resource, which is mostly achieved by owning the land, that it can be exploited. 
Note the possessive adjective in the following sentence: 

 
Rosemary: responsible use of our natural assets as an economic driver 

 
As previously stated, the Economic frame is predominant in neoliberal industrial 
growth societies such as the UK and Canada where the participants live and work.  
 
TIME IS MONEY And ATTENTION IS RESOURCE 
Connecting with the natural world involves attending to it, and attending involves 
resources of both time and energy. 
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The phrases pay attention and spend time were used by participants, and are 
common in public discourse. There may be a conceptual link between these phrases 
that activates the Economic frame. With this frame salient in the mind, a 
conceptualisation of nature as an economic resource is more likely to be triggered. 
 
The phrase spend time signals the conceptual metaphor Time is Money, which is 
part of the Economic frame. Time is conceptualised as a resource of monetary value.  
 
Attention is generally conceptualised an object that can, for example, be caught, 
held, given and taken. With give and take, attention as a resource that is exchanged 
in a transaction is conveyed. The possibility for the giving or taking of attention to be 
a specifically financial transaction is raised by the phrase pay attention.  
 
Kaplan and Kaplan (1989) explain two forms of attention: involuntary attention which 
requires minimal effort and which can sustain itself because the content is interesting 
and exciting, and directed attention which is a limited resource and has an energy 
cost because other more potent stimuli need to be inhibited.  
 
We speculate that directed attention is the form of attention in play with the phrase 
pay attention. Our idea is that if you pay attention to nature, you are using directed 
attention and this uses up energy. The nature connection activity is likely to not be 
intrinsically motivated – it is not interesting and enjoyable in and of itself, but rather is 
pursued as a means to some other end, behaviour is therefore less autonomous, and 
so the restorative benefit is reduced. 
 
DISCUSSION 
We discovered through our process of inquiry a rich and complex set of nonlinear 
interrelating psychosocial factors such as coping strategies, needs satisfaction, and 
cognitive framings that appear to be influencing participant effectiveness in particular 
contexts. Driven by concern for the natural world and human wellbeing, as well as 
basic needs and perceived threats, participant experience when observed closely is 
far from coherent and consistent. Tensions were found in all areas of experience that 
we studied. Organisational inertia, we suggest, may arise as a consequence of 
maladaptive coping strategies at individual and organisational levels. 
 
In this paper we have shown the dynamics of some of these tensions in satisfying 
basic needs and in coping strategies such as suppressing ‘deep green’ identity, 
suppressing negative emotion about the ecological situation, and in going into natural 
places to gain restorative benefit and renew motivation. We have speculated about 
particular ways of conceptualising their interaction with the natural world that may be 
contributing to inconsistencies in their sense of connectedness with nature. 
 
Language is a constant form of priming, and so the metaphors we choose have 
power. We cannot avoid framing but we can become aware of which frames are 
being activated and hence strengthened when we use certain language, and 
consider the behaviours that these frames may then motivate. Frames reinforcing 
separation of humans from nature, emotion from reason, and mind from body are 
dualisms inherent in industrial growth societies. Plumwood reminds us that dualisms 
are not just dichotomous pairings but “an intense, established and developed cultural 
expression of hierarchical relationship, constructing central cultural concepts and 
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identities so as to make equality and mutuality literally unthinkable” (1993 p47). But 
Plumwood also emphasises that dualisms can be resolved, through recognition of 
contiguity and continuity between and diversity within dualised spheres. 
 
As Macy & Brown (2014) explain, is precisely because we are interdependent and 
connected with nature that we feel pain about its destruction. It is in honouring this 
pain and accepting these emotions as legitimate, indeed as appropriate responses, 
that we are better able to act adaptively in bringing the world towards ecological 
balance. This requires a culture shift in organisations away from unhealthy dualisms 
and towards a valuing of emotions as useful feedback signals, a valuing of humans 
as part of nature. 
 
Awareness of the existence of psychosocial processes and the dynamics that may 
be in play between psychological needs - including relatedness with the natural world 
- and recognition of the way in which organisational contexts, and indeed our own 
defence mechanisms and coping strategies, may support or undermine need 
satisfaction can be a powerful tool for organisation members. Such awareness allows 
for conscious design of interventions to increase need satisfaction, and hence 
psychological wellbeing, which provides the inner resources and the inner coherence 
to act effectively in disrupting individual and organisational inertia in the face of 
catastrophic environmental destruction.  
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